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Introduction
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) are ubiquitous plant symbionts which colonize
roots of about 80% of known terrestrial plant species (Smith and Read, 2008). AMF
improve plant growth by provision with nutrients, induce primal plant systemic resistance
and protect plants from abiotic stress factors like drought, salinity, heavy metals and
hydrocarbons (Bothe et al., 2010; Rajtor and Piotrowska-Seget, 2016; Nguyen et al.,
2017; Nguyen et al., 2018). The objects of this study was to assess the level of oxidative
stress and development of different AMF species and their effect on a plant growth in the
presence of phenol and PAHs.
Materials and methods
Three AMF species, Funneliformis caledonium, Diversispora varaderana and
Claroideoglomus walkerii, isolated from the site age-contaminated with phenol and
PAHs, were used to inoculate Lolium perenne germinated in a substrate contaminated with
different concentrations of phenol and PAHs. Plants were inoculated with single-species
AMF inoculants and a mixture of three AMF species. Negative controls were non-AMF
plants grown in non-contaminated (NC) substrate. After 6 months roots, shoots and AMF
spores were harvested to assess the plant growth and biomass, mycorrhizal colonization,
number of AMF spores and the level of oxidative stress (lipid peroxidation, DNA damage)
and antioxidant activity (catalase, peroxidase, superoxide dismutase) in plant tissues and
AMF spores.
Results and discussion
All studied AMF species had positive effects on plant growth and biomass, especially
under low (LC) and medium (MC) phenol+PAHs contamination, but shaped differently
plant morphology. Better effects were obtained with single-species AMF than with mixed
AMF inoculum. F. caledonium and D. varaderana increased the length and biomass of
roots and shoots, with low effect on the number of leaves per plant. Plants inoculated with
C. walkerii had shorter shoots and very low root biomass, but higher number of leaves. In
non-AMF plants the level of oxidative stress and antioxidant activity was increased with
the growing concentration of contaminants. All tested AMF species decreased the oxidative
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damage in plants but had different effects on the activity of antioxidative enzymes. F.
caledonium increased the antioxidative activity in LC and NC pots and decreased it in
MC and high contaminated (HC) pots, compared to non-AMF control. D. varaderana and
C. walkerii increased the antioxidative activity in all of the treatments, except HC. Root
mycorrhizal colonization was the highest in LC and MC pots and the lowest in HC pots.
The number of F. caledonium spores was not affected by the contamination, while the
number of D. varedarana and C. walkerii spores was decreased in the contaminated pots.
Oxidative stress in AMF spores was increased in MC and HC treatments. The presence
of contaminants increased the antioxidative activity in F. caledonium spores with the
opposite effects on D. varaderana spores. Antioxidative activity in C. walkerii spores was
not affected by the contamination.
Conclusions
Summing up, all studied AMF species showed resistance to the presence of contaminants
with positive effects on plant growth showing different antioxidative response. LC
(5/20 mg*kg-1 phenol/PAHs) and MC (15/60 mg*kg-1 phenol/PAHs) stimulated
the development of mycorrhiza, which suggests that both symbionts take the highest
benefits from symbiotic association under moderate stress. Toxic effects on mycorrhiza
development were demonstrated under HC (30/120 mg*kg-1 phenol/PAHs). Surprisingly,
inoculation with the mixture of AMF species had positive effects on plants in the presence
of contaminants, but decreased the plant growth in NC pots, which might be associated
with the invasive development of C. walkerii.
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